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1. Introduction

The fashion and textile industry has large environmental impacts throughout its long and scattered supply chain. The activities of this industry have an impact on water, air and soil, and it uses large amounts of material, energy, water and chemicals. It has local impacts on areas where cotton is cultivated, where polyester is manufactured and where textile wet processes are done, but it also extends to areas where clothes are used and where textile waste is deposited. Moreover, it has global impacts through CO\textsubscript{2} emissions affecting climate change, causing damage to ecosystems and even creating risks to human health (Global Fashion Agenda 2017; Sajn 2019; Niinimäki et al. 2020a).

The linear economic model (take-make-dispose) and the fast fashion business logic behind it is based on effective and large-scale mass manufacturing in lower-cost countries, mainly in Far-East and Asian countries. This model is based on fast-changing trends that have caused very short use times of garments and increased waste problems in all Western countries. The yearly textile waste amounts per person have a direct connection to the consumption rates in different countries; for instance, they are 13 kg in Finland (Dahlbo et al. 2017), 16 kg in Denmark (Watson et al. 2014) and 30 kg in the UK (Allwood et al. 2006). A study done in Norway found that 20% of textile waste items were nearly unused (Laitala and Klepp 2015). Lacy and Rutqvist (2015) state that we waste the lifecycle of a product if the product has an artificially short lifetime, and products are disposed even if they still function. This is called early disposal.

Moreover, studies estimate that existing levels of clothing consumption and production rates might even increase if the fashion system remains unaltered. Textile production has doubled its volume between the years 1975 and 2018 (Peters et al. 2019); subsequently, the use time of garments has decreased by 36% compared to the situation 15 years ago (Ellen MacArthur Foundation 2017). Garments are even produced in such high volumes that some part of the production stays unsold. Markets are oversaturated, and brands even burn unsold garments while trying to safeguard the brand value (Hendriksz 2017).
The current consumption–production paradigm and the unsustainability in this industrial sector have to change, and we have to create a new balance in the fashion sector. One part of this transformation process is the new product lifetime understanding and approach to extend the use time of garments. This is essential while trying to lower the environmental impact of garments and the fashion industry. Moreover, building this new paradigm in the fashion sector includes not only change in consumers’ consumption habits, but companies also have to be involved in this change. Sustainable fashion business models have to include the aspects of producing less, extending the use time of garments and including these principles in a new business understanding. In this way, a new balance can be achieved, and the fashion culture could potentially be “repaired” to create a better balance while slowing down the material throughput in the system.

This chapter approaches this paradigm shift in fashion cultures from two angles: firstly, from the consumer viewpoint and secondly from the company viewpoint. The text aims to build on the emerging phenomena of communal repair activities and on business examples, and through this approach it provides an understanding of the need to change the fashion culture from disposing to repairing. Through this knowledge, the chapter contributes to the discussion of transformation in the consumption–production paradigm from a narrowly framed view, i.e., repair. The text is grounded on earlier studies and literature, and through this base it aims to construct a conceptual understanding of this phenomenon under study, i.e., transforming fashion culture towards sustainability through the practice of repair.

2. Replace or Repair

As elaborated in the previous section, problems associated with the fashion and textile industry are plenty and quite perplexing. Yet, the quest to bring forth solutions that could address the aforementioned issues has continued to remain active and vibrant. In particular, extending the use time of garments has repeatedly been quoted within academic research as a viable solution when tackling the ever-increasing rates at which garments get disposed (Fletcher 2008; Birtwistle and Moore 2007; WRAP 2012; Gwilt 2014; Durrani 2018a, 2018b, 2018c; McLaren and McLauchlan 2015). According to The Waste and Resources Action Programme (WRAP 2012) report, it is estimated that using garments for a minimum of over three years has the potential to save 5 billion pounds worth of resources in one year alone. The significance of extending the use of garments is further resonated in the works of several academics that have mentioned the adoption of various techniques in an attempt to extend garment use. Some of these recommendations include encouraging users to purchase
garments from charity or thrift stores, minimize laundering practices and opting for airing garments like wool and silk, re-designing or altering garments so that they fit better and/or repairing garments that have suffered breakages to avoid binning and be able to keep clothing in use for an extended period of time (WRAP 2012; Gwilt 2014; Durrani 2018a, 2018b, 2018c; McLaren and McLauchlan 2015; Laitala 2015; Twigger 2016; Lapolla and Sanders 2015; Norum 2013). For the purpose of this chapter, we will primarily focus our attention on garment repair, an increasingly growing area of discussion within the field of sustainable fashion. As it is our intention to contribute to the existing body of literature on clothing repair research, we will discuss the role garment repair could play in addressing sustainable practices of clothing use, but we also further the discussion on how the aspect of repair could change fashion business practices.

While mending garments is by no account a new practice (see Durrani 2018a), its significance for sustainable fashion consumption has only just caught the attention of researchers. Though the majority of earlier work recognized the benefits that can be reaped from mending garments, research has also identified various barriers to repair (see McLaren and McLauchlan 2015; Laitala 2015; Twigger 2016; Lapolla and Sanders 2015; Norum 2013; Gwilt 2014). These barriers include users not having enough time to mend, lacking knowledge on how to fix garments and relative cost of repairing falling in favor of buying new garments than opting for paid repair services (often offered by tailors or seamstresses; see ibid). With these challenges at play, ‘altering’ or ‘steering’ user practices has been placed at the center of sustainability around which various recommendations have set into motion. On the production front this has meant pushing for design-led solutions such as using quality materials or modular designs that can be repaired easily and potentially kept in use for a long time (Gwilt 2014). Additionally, offering paid-for repair services as part of designers’ business models has also been suggested as one way to encourage garment mending (Gwilt 2014). Alternatively, the introduction of sewing classes in schools (Norum 2013) and the ‘dissemination’ of information via media campaigns on the benefits of mending (Dombek-Keith and Loker 2011) have been suggested as would-be means to bring change in user practices towards garment repair.

Recommendations such as those stated above could be useful; however, whether they address the triadic time–skill–cost challenge to encourage repair in its entirety remains an open question. It can be argued that when faced with time constraints, perhaps opting for repair services could be a useful option. However, if a fee for repair services is charged by local businesses, will it still be possible to overcome the ‘cost’ barrier to repair? Additionally, and linked to this, is the ‘skill’ challenge,
wherein garments could get repaired if people were to utilize these repair services. Yet, the ‘skill’ needed to repair clothing by users themselves will not have been gained, resulting in depreciation of the practice we aim to increase. Moreover, even if informative videos on how to mend garments are available online, Gwilt (2014) notes that it does not automatically lead to users mending. Furthermore, Fletcher (2012) highlights that repair of garments is not always linked to the design of the garment. Thus, even if clothing designs were to become modular, the repair of garments is not always guaranteed, for practices of garment use are usually tied strongly to and impacted by social relations (Durrani 2018a, 2018b, 2018c). It is this social aspect, as the following section will illustrate, that stands as the third front running parallel to mainstream production and consumption practices that has, of late, worked towards addressing some of the barriers to garment repair in an unconventional manner.

3. Alternative Cultures of Garment Use

Recent research has shown that mending garments not only redirects waste flows but could also enable consumers to reduce making new purchases altogether (Laitala and Klepp 2018; Durrani 2018c). The relationship people often share with their garments is one that is deeply tied to social and material factors (Durrani 2018a, 2018b, 2018c). Clothing practices of use, such as how garments get cared for or are maintained, are often learned through lived experiences that are very much entangled with the social world (Durrani 2019). When discussing altering practices of garment use it becomes not only relevant but also imperative to move towards approaches where user practices are understood as an interlinked web of social, material and economic elements tied to larger political infrastructures as well (Durrani 2019). In doing so, attention could be better placed onto alternative practices that challenge present capitalistic regimes of mass production and mass consumption. One area where this can be seen occurring lies within community-based collective action where active participation in repair at the grassroots level is emerging.

Exemplified in what has now been termed as the ‘Fixer Movement’ (see Charter and Keiller 2019) is a global network of repairers that have been challenging mainstream capitalistic ethos of mass production and consumption practices. Taking root in the works of the Repair Café Foundation (Repair Café Foundation 2012) based in the Netherlands lies a concept that has given birth to an entire global ‘repair eco-system’ (Charter and Keiller 2019). Frustrated by the pre-mature expiration of most consumer products due mainly to planned obsolescence designed within products (Charter and Keiller 2019), the RCF began hosting free-of-charge public repair events in 2011. Their aim was to extend the life of products through
encouraging acts of repair by inviting the general public where they could collectively learn first-hand how to repair various consumer products from expert volunteer menders without charging a fee (thus addressing the ‘cost’ and ‘skill’ barrier). With this in mind, the Foundation began hosting public events in local neighborhoods where repair experts helped people to learn how to fix various items from broken bicycle chains to ripped denim jeans. Over the years, this has resulted in various off-shoot organizations and/or designers to host events that focus entirely on the repair of garments and textiles as well (see Durrani 2018a, 2018b, 2018c). Some examples of this phenomenon from the UK include Middleton’s ‘Sock Exchange’ (Middleton 2010), Tom of Holland’s Visible Mending Programme (2017) and The Remakery (2011). Similarly, various communal mending events have begun emerging in Finland as well. In particular, Korjaussarja (2014), Repair-a-thon (2016) and REMAKE (2009) are examples of groups hosting public garment mending events in the city of Helsinki. In this section, we will briefly describe the activities of these three Helsinki-based groups before advancing discussion on how they are aiding in the mobilization of alternative garment use practices.

Common to all three groups is the desire to reduce textile waste, assist in the creation and proliferation of closing material loops, extend the use time of garments and share knowledge by engaging and re-skilling local communities through participation in repair practices (Durrani 2018b). Each of the three examples from Helsinki, Finland hosts public events where the organizers assist in the garment repairs of individuals (Durrani 2018b). These events are often hosted at varying locations such as cafes, public libraries, design museums and so forth, depending upon the availability of space. During the events the organizers provide various materials, sewing machines, threads, scrap fabrics and other haberdasheries needed to repair garments (Durrani 2018b).

Korjaussarja (2014) and Repair-a-thon (2016) in particular can be understood as craft-activists that aim to foster change in clothing use practice through collaborative public engagement. Consisting of a group of six craft teachers, Korjaussarja began a series of pop-up repair events in 2014 in Helsinki. In their public events they often mend using visible mending techniques as a means of fighting off cultural and historic connotations attached to wearing mended garments (Niinimäki et al. 2020b). Repair-a-thon (2016) is the initiative of a fashion designer Sasa Nemec who single-handedly has hosted various ad hoc mending events in the city (Durrani 2018b). To the events she brings a sewing machine and both repairs for and assists participants to mend their own garments.
While Korjaussarja (2014) and Repair-a-thon (2016) do not charge any fee for participation in their events, REMAKE (2009) has in recent years began asking for a small fee for their repair workshops. REMAKE’s primary source of income is generated from up-cycling post-consumer textile waste that is collected from thrift stores to create new clothing that they sell in their atelier. This is supported with the provision of repair workshops where they teach various ways to mend garments, a service that they charge for. As REMAKE operates as a social enterprise, its operations are still interlaced within a business logic of profit and loss. In doing so, their practices often mirror product–service system business models (see Armstrong et al. 2015) where they are both providers of products while also offering services to the public. Although their activities are reflective of circular economic models aimed at closing the loop on material waste, as stated by earlier research, one of the key barriers to repair is the relative cost of getting garments fixed as opposed to purchasing new ones. It, therefore, remains questionable whether charging and profiting from repair workshops/services could truly encourage the proliferations of repair practices.

In light of this, Charter and Keiller (2019) place significant emphasis on supporting free-of-charge communal repair events, as they are vital to addressing most barriers to repair (in particular the cost and skill barriers). They note that participants of free repair cafes or events are more likely to feel encouraged to continue to mend their garments while also sharing feelings of connectedness to their communities. Such communal spaces also offer rich learning opportunities for individuals who have never mended before (Durrani 2018b). It has been noted that through participation in communal repair events, people learn to recognize differences in the quality of garments, connect better the relationship between extending use time of garments and the ecological footprint of use whilst becoming more aware of their clothing maintenance practices (Durrani 2018c). Participation in events also encourages people to learn first-hand and get customized attention from more expert menders on the specifics of their respective garment breakages that they encounter. Many participants also state that, although mending videos are often available online on YouTube, following instructions from videos is not very easy, and they prefer having someone in person to guide them. Simultaneously, several participants claim that, through mending at the public events, the practice itself turns into a leisurely activity, and the time demands often felt if left to mend alone at home are no longer felt when mending in the company of others (see Durrani 2018b, 2018c). In this way, this inadvertently addresses the ‘time’ barrier to repair practices as mentioned in earlier scholarship.
While the activities of communal repair events are still growing, they have certainly contributed towards mobilization of an alternative system running parallel to mainstream ideals of fast fashion where slow and extended garment use is encouraged and community participation is nurtured (Durrani 2018c). Through collaborative learning spaces such as these, various skills are shared with feelings of altruism and care circulating among locals (Durrani 2018c; Charter and Keiller 2019). However, in order to address the multiple challenges of the fashion system in a potentially holistic manner, perhaps we also need to explore other arenas and avenues through which to begin to pivot the system in a more ecological direction. The next section will take this discussion further to explore if there is room for ecological businesses in support of repair practices.

4. Repair as a Part of the Fashion Business

Recent years have experienced a rise in consumers’ concern over the environmental impact of the fashion industry. Conscious consumption is increasing, and consumers are interested to support companies that aim to change their practices and business logic towards more sustainable ones. The public discussion on climate change has aided in making visible the questionable socio-environmental practices of the fashion and textile industry. Fashion businesses and the industry at large are now faced with increased pressure to change their ‘business as usual’ logic and practices (e.g., Global Fashion Agenda 2019). Some companies are taking this challenge seriously as they begin to create change in their own business model. Some companies have begun offering repair services to extend the use time of garments. Through this approach, these companies could contribute to transformation towards a more sustainable fashion culture by inviting consumers to change their consumption habits, from frequently buying new garments to taking good care of already owned garments. The following are examples of clothing companies that have included repair into their business model.

Arela is a small-scale company that offers a maintenance service for their knits to extend their use time (Arela 2019). A part of their collection includes cashmere knits, which are high quality and often need special care. In response to their customer worries of ruining their valuable knits, Arela developed a care service to complete their customer experience. The service they offer covers a range of practices needed to maintain knits and includes de-pilling, washing and steaming the knits and, if needed, mending holes. Additional services offered include elbow patch sewing and alterations. This service makes visible the company’s philosophy, which is sustainability, and it also supports the extended use time. Arela also
collects used and broken knits and recycles them for new products like sleep masks and elbow patches. From a business point of view, the service lowers the customer’s consideration to invest in a high-quality knit and it also builds trust towards the quality of garments and also trust towards the business and its value base (Niinimäki 2018; Arela 2019).

Another example in support of extending the use time of clothing comes from Nudie Jeans who offers free repair services to their customers in some of their shops (Nudie Jeans 2019). The repair service count is placed in the front of the shop showing openly the values of the company. The message is repairing old jeans are as valuable activity to the company than selling a new pair of jeans. Nudie Jeans is a premium price level company, and their jeans can be seen as an investment and something consumers want to use for a long time. Nudie Jeans has even taken the next step and begun to re-sell their second-hand jeans (Nudie Jeans 2019). This shows a new kind of value of the garment but also shows an example of how to transform the business from linear thinking towards more sustainable thinking and including this approach even to a business model.

Reima is a clothing company that produces high-quality, expensive and durable children’s wear items. Clothing for children often undergoes hard wearing conditions; therefore, even if they are made from durable materials and produced for durability, sometimes some repair is needed. While the garments are made from quite special fabrics (e.g., overall for winter use, with special print and textile material with waterproof finishing), Reima sells this material as batches for repair purposes (Reima 2019). This is a service for consumers to extend the use time of garment through repair and through their own actions. These actions also create an opportunity to form a more active role for a consumer through repairing their garments.

Such offerings can open space for customers to form better relations of trust with companies, where the responsibilities of the aftercare that come with the use of garments are shared equitably between both users and businesses. Providing another offering (such as repair, durability, high quality) can then be understood not only as a sustainability approach, but also a way for companies to stand out amidst the tight fashion competition. This could be one way to separate the sustainable businesses from the mainstream fashion offerings.

5. Discussion: Repairing Fashion Culture

Grounding on earlier discussion and the presented examples gives us a conceptual path to discuss further how to repair current unsustainable fashion cultures of consumption and production. We can start the discussion from a consumer’s
viewpoint. Repairing fashion culture from the consumer’s viewpoint means a new appreciation of materials, products and garments, and through this appreciation they are given a longer life. This new understanding of use provides an opportunity towards lowering the purchase rate and slowing down consumption.

Repairing and selling second-hand items also changes the aesthetics of fashion. This could be seen as a “new aesthetics”, meaning a visual and material world, which is far from mass manufactured “sameness”. Acts of repair provides us an opportunity to express our individuality, our own “visual voice” through mending. If accepted widely, this approach could mean a big change in the fashion culture. Earlier studies have shown that social acceptance is an important element when we are choosing a garment, and accordingly our appearance is “built” to reflect our identity in a social context (Niinimäki 2009, 2014; Freeburg and Workman 2010). Perhaps the ethos of sustainability needs also a new kind of aesthetic understanding and aesthetic appreciation, where the repaired and used outlook is accepted based on a sustainable value base (Niinimäki 2014). Perhaps it is socially accepted to show your value base through your appearance.

Using garments to reflect one’s identity might be one element that could explain cultures of clothing, but various other factors are at play that go beyond the point of purchase and impact the use of garments. One of which is the influence social relations play on determining the longevity of garments more than the design or aesthetics of the garment (Fletcher 2012). The hold that social ties have on harnessing relations with alternative use practices is further exemplified in the examples of social repair events. Not only do these platforms allow users to learn from their peers, but they also provide spaces where bonds between people and their communities take place (Durrani 2018c; Hirscher et al. 2018). Moreover, through participating in communal events such as these, users can be seen actively appropriating garments and fighting off ideals of garments as ‘closed’ objects to be merely used and prematurely disposed. Instead, through their collective actions, users can be seen caring for their garments. Moreover, garments begin to be more open products towards consumers’ alterations and actions.

The more active role of a consumer could lead to growing self-esteem, and even being happier, by doing it yourself and doing it with others (Hirscher et al. 2018). This could mean even bigger changes in the fashion power balance. Being an active consumer creates a source of power for consumers. In the linear model, consumers are only a value user (using the product), and all power and value creation is situated on the fashion business side, but if the consumer’s role is changing, they begin to be
a value creator (Bilton and Cummings 2019). This means that some part of the power for the transition needed will be shared and moved to the shoulders of consumers.

From industry and business points of view, changing the focus from one-time selling to extended use phases drastically changes the current business logic in fashion. Through this shift it is possible to invest in better materials, manufacturing work, quality and durability, and it also leads to better customer relationships. Offering repair services also provides companies with an important channel to get customer feedback from the use phase and also valuable feedback about the product and its durability limits. This could be understood as a new way to collect user-centered information while aiming towards better customer satisfaction and also better understanding of quality.

Durability and quality of garments has to be in the core functions when aiming towards a more sustainable business. These attributes open opportunities to organize second-hand business. High-quality garments and luxury items already have second-hand value, but this approach could also be brought to all clothes, providing an extended value-harvesting possibility to the fashion business.

6. Conclusions—Transformation through Repairing

Repairing the fashion culture from consumer and business points of view is a big task. These transformations in mindset and in actions requires a new understanding of the value of garments, materials and work, but also it needs new creativity and skills and even new business understanding. The emerging phenomena of communal repair and repair-centered businesses was the focus of this study. This phenomenon is growing both in consumer culture and in business culture, and this gives us hope and also sign that a bigger shift in understanding the new consumption–production paradigm might be on the way. We have to cultivate our consumer mind to see garments as investments and shift our interest towards loving clothes we own, taking good care of them and extending their life. In this, the change in consumer culture towards the repair approach is essential just as is the change in business thinking. Changing the focus from one-time selling (linear model) to the use phase means a big change in the mindsets of business and industry. This shift means a change in the business model and taking into account the use phase and user experiences before beginning to offer services, like repair, to consumers. Moreover, if the material value aspect in fashion is changing, even second-hand business might begin to be an important part of the sustainable fashion industry.
While studying the phenomena of repair, we have opened the discussion on how to transform the fashion culture towards a slower and more sustainable one. To lower the environmental impact of this industry, it is important to notice that we have to slow down the system as a whole. The material throughput, from manufacturing to consumption to end of product life, needs critical attention. We have to consume less and we have to produce less. We have to create material appreciation and invest in better quality and durability. We have to gain new skills to extend the use time of products through better maintenance and repair. The fashion industry must construct a new understanding on how to extend the use time of garments and include this aspect in their business model. Therefore, the phenomenon of repair can really start the path to repair the current unsustainable fashion culture.
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